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Josh Turner Wins Fifth Ring in Turbo Finale  
 

St. Louis poker pro wins Casino Champion title with milestone ring win.    

 

Las Vegas, NV (September 6, 2016) — Josh Turner only played a four events at the World 

Series of Poker Circuit at Planet Hollywood. He cashed in three of them and ended the series 

with authority by winning his fifth career ring in the $365 no-limit hold’em turbo, the last event 

of the series.  

 

Turner took home $12,516 for besting 149 players in the event, but more importantly, the win 

gave him the Casino Champion title for the stop. For the third straight year, Turner earned an 

automatic entry into the Global Casino Championship.  

 

“It feels good,” said Turner with a smile. “I played the re-entry and went pretty deep in that. I 

played one other even and then took the rest of the series off. My girl came in and we just did 

Vegas stuff. She left last night and then I just jumped in this.”  

 

The race for Casino Champion was tight all series long, with the lead changing hands a couple 

times between Kindah Sakkal and Ben Palmer. There were several people who were within a few 

points of Sakkal and everybody had their eyes on them to possibly overtake the Washington 

native and earn an automatic bid into the Global Casino Championship.  

 

With his two previous cashes, Turner earned 25 points and was 50 points behind Sakkal when 

the event started. He wasn’t even thinking about a possible Casino Champion title until the later 

stages of the tournament.  

 

“I didn’t know that I had a chance to win the Casino Championship until we were down to like 

three tables,” said the St. Louis native. “At the final table, once I realized I had to win, I just 

went after them for that extra $10,000 [seat]. I think I probably busted like six of the people.”  

 

The win gave Turner 50 points, which put both him and Sakkal tied atop the leaderboard with 75 

points each. The tiebreaker is money earned and Turner just barely edged out Sakkal for the title, 

earning just over $900 more than her throughout the series.  

 



If Turner didn’t take the middle part of the series off to be with his girlfriend, he might have been 

able to run away with the Casino Championship. But he had good reason to take some time away 

from the tables.  

 

His girlfriend became his fiancé.  

 

“We got engaged in the beginning of June, but we’ve been keeping it under wraps,” said Turner. 

“We told our families, but that was it. She came out this weekend and we made it official. I took 

her up into the Eiffel Tower and got on one knee and gave her a ring. 

 

“That’s why I took off the $5k, the $580, and in the main event I only played flight A. I didn’t 

want to play on Saturday, so I only fired one bullet. I sacrificed a little bit of EV, but it’s all 

good. It’s plus life EV.” 

 

The Casino Championship win gives Turner the opportunity to spend more time with his soon-

to-be wife instead of grinding points towards qualifying for the Global. With his seat already 

locked up, he doesn’t plan on playing as many stops and have more of a life away from poker.   

 

“It’s nice to have it locked up so I don’t have to grind as much as some of the other players,” said 

Turner. “I’m trying to be more balanced. Two years ago, I hit a lot of stops. Last year I only hit 

five stops. This year, I might only hit like three.”  

 

Turner’s engagement is just another his continual upswing. He’s been on a tear over the last 

several months. Turner, who is nearing the $1 million mark in live tournament earnings, won 

Casino Champion last April at the Horseshoe in Council Bluffs to secure his spot in the first 

installment of the Global Casino Championship.  

 

He took that seat and ran with it, finishing third for $150,851 in Cherokee just a few weeks ago. 

A couple days later at the same venue, he finished sixth in the first Circuit main event of the 

season for $47,215.  

 

Regardless of how much money he wins, his motivation is always about the hardware.  

 

“I’m not really playing for the money,” he said. “I mean, I use the money. It’s nice, but I’m just 

playing for the rings and the bracelets. That’s my goal. I’m trying to get more and catch up with 

Ari [Engel].” 

 

This was the final of 12 gold ring events on the WSOP Circuit schedule at Planet Hollywood. 

The $365 no-limit hold’em turbo event attracted 149 players. The total prize pool came to 

$44,700 and the top 15 finishers were paid. 

 

Cards got in the air on Monday, September 5 at noon and a final table was reached around 8 p.m. 

and Turner had won around 10:15 p.m. The duration of the final table lasted just over two hours.  

 

Here is the list of gold ring winners from Planet Hollywood: 

 

EVENT #1: Hayden Aalvik defeated 556 players ($365 NLH Re-Entry) for $35,026 

EVENT #2: Dale Beaudoin defeated 71 players ($580 NLH) for $12,071 

EVENT #3: Vincent Moscati defeated 83 players ($365 NLH) for $7,968 

EVENT #4: James Mink defeated 170 players ($365 NLH Six-Max) for $13,769 



EVENT #5: Sean Marshall defeated 100 players ($580 NLH) for $14,997 

EVENT #6: Ben Palmer defeated 339 players ($365 NLH Monster Stack) for $23,389 

EVENT #7: Caleb Shumard defeated 57 players ($580 PLO) for $10,686 

EVENT #8: Josh Mammon defeated 127 players ($365 NLH Turbo) for $10,668  

EVENT #9: Sean Yu defeated 528 players ($1,675 NLH Main Event) for $170,286 

EVENT #10: Jim Willerson defeated 68 players ($580 NLH) for $11,899  

EVENT #11: Erik Sagstrom defeated 26 players ($5,300 NLH High Roller) for $65,000  

EVENT #12: Josh Turner defeated 149 players ($365 NLH Turbo) for $12,516 

 

The player who accumulates the most overall points during Planet Hollywood’s 12 combined 

gold ring tournaments earns the title Casino Champion and receives automatic entry into the 

WSOP Global Casino Championship. Additionally, all players who cash in ring events earn 

points that apply toward the season-long race to claim one of the at-large Global Casino 

Championship bids awarded to the top point earners throughout the season. More information on 

the points system is available on WSOP.com. 

 

For more information about the WSOP Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter at @WSOP or 

check out WSOP.com. 

 

For additional information please contact:  

 

Steve Schult (WSOP Media Coordinator) at Steve.Schult1@gmail.com. 

http://www.wsop.com/2015/circuit/leaderboard.asp
https://twitter.com/wsop
http://www.wsop.com/2015/circuit/leaderboard.asp

